Visa to Drive

Helping fulfil your duty of care obligations

Powered by TMC’s award winning software and team of expert auditors,
Visa to Drive gives you an efficient way of completing driver and vehicle
checks across your fleet to ensure duty of care compliance.
Our Visa to Drive service ensures employees
and vehicles are safe and legal to drive. TMC
manage the whole process from chasing up
drivers for documentation to verifying every
detail. We make it easy for employees to
provide the information required through
our intuitive app and online system.
As a further incentive, drivers who use TMC’s
Mileage+ service to capture their mileage,

won’t be able to log their trips until they have
provided the information required.
You’ll have access to all the documentation
and the outcomes of the checks 24/7 via an
online dashboard.
And because every fleet is different,
we’ve designed Visa to Drive so you
can select the specific services you need.

We can help with:

Fleet Policy Acceptance
We upload your fleet policy into our system and app
and drivers must read and confirm they have understood
it by selecting a tick box on their account.
Drivers cannot log mileage in our system or app until they
have confirmed the policy has been read. When any
changes to the policy are made, the drivers must again
declare that they have read and understood the new policy.

MOT Checks
Ensuring grey fleet vehicles are road worthy is an essential part of duty and care compliance.
Visa to Drive gives you the confidence that every vehicle driven on business is road worthy.
For UK drivers, we check for valid MOT
certificates via our direct link with the DVSA.
For international drivers, our system allows
drivers to upload their MOT certificates online,

or via our app which will then be checked
and verified by TMC. We schedule checks
to check all vehicles have a valid MOT
certificate at all times.

Vehicle Tax Checks
It is essential to ensure that all vehicles in your fleet are taxed.
We provide checks to ensure all your drivers are up-to-date in taxing their vehicles.
We will also notify the drivers when their renewal date is close.

Grey Fleet Insurance Policies
If you operate a grey fleet, it’s essential that your drivers have business class insurance when
driving their own vehicles for work purposes.
With Visa to Drive, drivers are required to
upload their insurance details to our online
system or app which are then verified by one
of our expert auditors. Upon renewal, the same
process will have to be adhered to.

Should an employee fail to submit their
policy on time, we will chase them directly
and let you know that the driver has
breached your fleet policy.

Vehicle Safety Inspection
Regular, audited vehicle inspections are a fundamental
element of fleet management.
Organisations need to be confident that their inspection
process is robust to ensure that the vehicle being used,
whether a company, grey fleet, rental or pool vehicle,
is safe to drive.
Drivers can carry out comprehensive vehicle checks
via TMC’s app. No more paper work!
You can select what checks the driver should carry out,
from a comprehensive list, and at what frequency.
The results are reported back to the business in real time,
confirming the vehicle is ok to drive, or flagging any maintenance issues.
Drivers receive a notification on their app to carry out a check.
The checks are designed to
	Ensure all vehicles are fit for the road/

purpose/job role
	Provide an online auditable trail

of vehicle checks

	Flag maintenance issues
	Improve visibility and safety

of your fleet and drivers.

Eyesight Checks
Good eyesight is vitally important when behind the wheel of a vehicle. With UK law requiring
drivers to be able to read number plates from a distance of 20 metres, it is important to ensure
your drivers have adequate eyesight and are safe to be on the roads.
Our Eyesight Check service asks drivers to upload their latest eyesight check to prove their
eyesight is at the appropriate level required by law.

Manufacturer Recalls
We check our database and highlight any vehicles which are involved in manufacturer
or warranty recalls.
We will add these vehicles to our reporting to ensure you are notified and can take relevant action.

Winter Checks
To ensure your employees’ vehicles are safe and reliable, particularly during the colder
months, we can prompt drivers to carry out winter checks and record that they
have done so.
These can cover the below:
Tyre inspections
Battery tests
	Coolant and antifreeze top-ups

	Windscreen wiper inspections

Lights assessments
Oil level replenishment

Visa to Drive is part of our Compliance+ service that takes a comprehensive, proactive
approach to reducing occupational road risk by using data to create a 360 degree view
of each driver. Additional services include driving licence checks, driver behaviour
monitoring through our app, risk assessments and driver training.

For more information on how TMC can help you,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach us on:
t: +44 (0) 1270 525 218 e: reply@tmc.co.uk w: tmc.co.uk

